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Abstract 

For putting resistive random access memory (ReRAM) 

into variety of attractive applications, the guideline of de-

vice structure for controlling memory characteristics is 

required. In this paper, by adopting a combination of So-

ret and Fick diffusions as driving forces of Vo's in Re-

RAM, we demonstrated that reciprocating motion of Vo's 

accompanied with resistive switching could be induced. 

This model is consistent with good cycling endurances of 

unipolar-type ReRAM ever reported. Based on the model, 

it was clearly shown that thermal design of device includ-

ing electrodes (ELs) are crucial in tuning memory char-

acteristics, controlling the balance of the two driving 

forces. 

1. Introduction

It is widely received that resistive switching of ReRAM

is caused by formation and rupture of conductive filament 

(CF) consisting of Vo in the MO film of EL/MO/EL devices. 

However, driving forces that migrate Vo’s have not been elu-

cidated yet. Some groups reported that unipolar-type switch-

ing can be repeated by electric field drift and Fick diffusion 

of Vo’s [1]. In these models, set switching is caused by the 

electric field drift of Vo's that works one-way toward the an-

ode, and Vo's should pile up near the anode after repeating set 

switching. This seems to worsen the switching endurance in-

consistent with good endurance of more than 106 cycles [2].

Therefore, two competing driving forces of Vo’s that realize 

reciprocating movement of Vo’s should be adopted to ensure 

high reproducibility of CF. 

In this paper, we examined Soret diffusion which works in 

the direction of the temperature, T, gradient. Vo migration 

simulation using Soret diffusion and Fick diffusion which 

works in the direction of the gradient of Vo concentration. 

2. Experiment

Simulation on Vo migration was performed using finite ele-

ment method (COMSOL Multiphysics Ver.5.4). We used a 

cylindrical EL/MO/EL device with the z-axis as symmetric 

axis (Fig.1). The value of n was defined as the ratio of Vo 

concentration (nVo) to that in the MO film outside the filament 

region in the initial state (n0), where n0 is 5.43×1018 cm-3. CF 

consisting of Vo’s with the radius of 5 nm was located along 

the z-axis in the MO layer. As an initial condition, Vo’s that 

consist CF obey Gaussian distribution with maximum n of 

1000 and r at which n = 800 is defined as the radius of CF, as 

shown in Fig.2(a).  

Vo migration induced by Fick diffusion (∝ ∇𝑛) and Soret 

diffusion ( ∝ ∇𝑇)  were estimated by solving continuity 

equation, 
𝜕𝑛

𝜕𝑡
= −∇・(𝐷V∇𝑛 − 𝐷V𝑆V𝑛∇𝑇),      (1)

where 𝐷V, 𝑆V, and 𝑘𝐵 are the diffusion, Soret, and Boltz-

mann constants, respectively. Additionally, the electrical con-

ductivity was given by 𝜎 = 𝜎0exp (𝐸𝑎 𝑘𝐵𝑇)⁄  . Here, 𝜎0 ,

electric activation energy 𝐸𝑎 , and thermal conductivity 𝜅
were assumed to depend on n as shown in Fig.2(b)-(d), re-

spectively. 

Pt (𝜅 = 70 [W mK]⁄ ) and W(𝜅W = 174 [W mK]⁄ )  were

used as ELs. 

 Reset and set switching were attempted respectively by in-

jecting saw-tooth shape voltage (SSV) pulses shown in the 

inset of Fig. 3: SSV pulse with height and rising time of 1 V 

and 1 ms was injected for reset, whereas SSV pulse with 

height and rising time of 3 V and 1 s was injected for set. 

3. Result and Discussion

Figs. 3(a)-(c) show n-distributions of Pt-EL/MO/Pt-EL de-

vices after 1st set, 1st reset, and 2st set switching, respectively. 

Here, resistance after each switching was 232, 1531, and 274 

Ω, respectively. Figs. 3(d)-(f) show enlarged views around the 

edge of CF at TE side. It is shown that CF gets not only 

thinned in r direction but also shrunk in z direction after reset. 

 Figs. 4 show Vo migration during reset (𝑡 = 0.8 ms) and set 

(𝑡 = 1 μs ) in Pt-EL/MO/Pt-EL (left) and W-EL/MO/W-EL 

(right) devices. Arrows are vectors that represent the direction 

and strength of the flux of Vo’s at the location where starting 

point of each vector is located. It is confirmed that Vo migrate 

outward and inward in r direction during reset and set switch-

ing as shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b), respectively. It is worth 

noting that Vo’s migrate inward in z direction as well. The 

tendency is more prominent in the W/MO/W device than in 

the Pt/MO/Pt device.  

Fig.5 shows n distribution along z-axis in the MO layer after 

reset transition. Apparently, CF becomes thin near the 

EL/MO interface than the other region. This result allows us 

to interpret that reset transition occurs in the MO layer domi-

nantly near the EL interfaces as a result of Vo migration in the 

direction vertical to ELs from the vicinity of EL toward the 

center of the device (z = 30 nm).  

These results indicate that large thermal conductivity of EL 

causes the heat flow from MO to EL especially near the EL 

interface. As a result, dT/dz becomes large, enhancing the So-

ret diffusion in the direction vertical to the EL. If we use  

ELs with large 𝜅, Vo migration in z direction becomes prom-

inent. These results are never obtained from one dimensional 

calculation considering the radial direction of the cylindrical 

cell only [3][4]. 
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4. Conclusions

Repeatable resistive switching was successfully recon-

structed by the simulation adopting Soret and Fick diffusions 

as driving forces of Vo migration. It was shown that Soret and 

Fick diffusion are always competing each other and large 

dT/dz due to the heat flow from the MO layer to Els even mi-

grate Vo’s in z direction. The present work clearly showed that 

thermal design of ReRAM device is crucial in tuning memory 

characteristics, controlling the balance of Soret and Fick dif-

fusions.  
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Fig. 1 Cylindrical cell used for the simulation of 

Vo migration. 

Fig. 2 Physical parameters used for metal oxide (MO) 

layer: (a) Initial n as a function of r. (b) electric conductiv-

ity 0, (c) electron activation energy 𝐸a, and (d) thermal

conductivity 𝜅 as a function of 𝑛. 

Fig. 3 𝑛 distribution in the MO layer of Pt/MO/Pt device after. 

(a) 1st set, (b) 1st reset, and (c) 2nd set transition.

Fig.4 𝑛 distributions in the MO layer of (a) Pt/MO/Pt and (b) W/MO/W de-

vices during reset transition (t = 0.8 ms), and those of (c) Pt/MO/Pt and (d) 

W/MO/W devices during set transition (t = 1.0 us). Arrows represent vectors 

that represent the direction and strength of the flux of Vo’s. 

Fig. 5 𝑛 distribution along z-axis in Pt/MO/Pt 

(circles) and (b) W/MO/W (squares) devices after 

reset transition. Inset: 𝑛 distribution along z-axis 

near the top electrode.   
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